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Yea
Who-oh

[Verse 1:]
He never noticed baby your so sweet
Like nobody else that I've seen
Oh so chocolate with every compliment your feeling
more confident that's my strategy
I noticed you be seranate me
Like you got something I need
Baby it's obvious but maybe if I could just propose a
partnership I could

[Hook:]
Be everything that you need me to be for you
Oh I wanna take such good care of you (Ay)
Come on baby lessons I'm a share with you
As long as you understand what it is don't get it
confused
Don't ever wanna let you feel pain tomorrow
From my pimp handle still layin low
Yea

[Chorus:]
Uh so don't be lookin all good and stuff (heck na)
Na cause I'm a go and get the pimp cup (you let me)
Yea and let them models keep slippin up (listen up)
Listen don't make me go and get the pimp cup (pick it
up, pick it up)
Yup I'm bout to get the pimp cup (pimp cup, pick it up,
pick it up)
I'm bout to get the pimp cup (pimp cup, listen up)
Ladies hold em high put em up (get em up)
Get your pimp cup
Show em how you pimp stuff fool

[Verse 2:]
And now your actin so darn cool
Gave me a long list of issues too
Don't you know I'm workin over time not searching for
your winning words and it's a fuse
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What, what now where I been at where I'm going say
what?
Baby don't get it mixed up or twisted
Sit a far pull out the pimp cup
Drop it, you outta pocket changing topics and I'll

[Hook:]
Be anything that you want me to be to you
Oh I wanna take such good care of you (Yea-hey)
Come on baby lessons I'm a share with you
As long as you understand what it is don't get it
confused
Don't ever wanna let you feel pain tomorrow (Hey-yea)
From my pimp handle still layin low (Yea-a-ya)
Yea, (Yea)

[Chorus:]
Uh so don't be lookin all good and stuff (heck na)
Na cause I'm a go and get the pimp cup (you let me)
Yea and let them models keep slippin up (listen up)
Listen don't make me go and get the pimp cup (pick it
up, pick it up)
Yup I'm bout to get the pimp cup (pimp cup, pick it up,
pick it up)
I'm bout to get the pimp cup (pimp cup, listen up)
Ladies hold em high put em up (get em up)
Get your pimp cup
Show em how you pimp stuff fool

Ladies hold em high put em up (get em up)
Get your pimp cup
Show em how you pimp stuff fool
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